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BECAUSE You HAVE HEARKENED
TO MY VOICE (GENESIS 22)*
Karel A. Deurloo

ABSTRACT

Efforts to create a historical or traditio-historical setting for the chapter
about the sacrifice of Abraham, in which the second main cycle of Genesis
(11:27-25:19) reaches a climax, frequently result in embarrassment because
of the intense theological content of the pericope. Also unsatisfactory is
Westermann's dating of Genesis 22 based on the individual character of
Abraham's God-fearing described in this chapter, which he claims is only
conceivable in the period of the later kings. Those who attempt to clarify the
import of the story by literary analysis still do not sufficiently take into
account the interconnections of this story within the cycle. It is surely
connected to the opening chapter of the first part of the cycle (i2:iff.) and to
the second part (chap. 15) by motif and form of expression; but it is here that
the problems raised in the second part (chaps. 16-20), concerning the
conception of the son, come to the fore. Abraham's going for the sake of the
land (chaps. 12-14) takes place with little difficulty. In contrast to this, the
second section describes a series of questionable events, beginning with
Abraham's "hearkening to the voice of his wife" (16:2). This and the laughter about the conception of a child (17:17; 18:12), and especially the
Translation of: "Omdat ge gehoord hebt naar mijn stem (Gen. 22)," Amsterdamse
Cahiers 5 (1984) 41-60.
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"Gefahrdung der Ahnfrau" at the moment when she could become pregnant
(chap. 20), lead to Genesis 22, where Abraham learns to "hearken to the
voice of YHWH" (22:18). The appendage 22:15-18 forms an integral part of
both the story and the cycle, and expresses the story's true tendency. The
oath sworn by YHWH (because of this going of Abraham) forms the basis of
the oath given to the fathers (specifically recorded in Deuteronomy). Abraham breaks with his natural past (12:1) and his natural future (22:2 as parallel). This last going consists in "hearkening to the voice" of YHWH and trusting in what God sees 'elohim yir'eh (2.2:8, see 22:14!.). For that reason he is a
yere3 'eldhim (22:12), a God-fearing man. The substitute-sacrifice motif
contributes to this theme.

Genesis 22, the gripping and highly praised story of Abraham's
sacrificial journey—praised1 and appreciated as source of inspiration2
—in Jewish tradition called "the binding of Isaac," may, with respect to
its Tendenz and rhetoric, be understood only within the context of Gen
11:27-25:18.3 To be sure, it may also function as an independent narrative; as such it has suggested profound interpretations, even though
what must be regarded as obvious is hardly expressed. One might expect
that professional exegetes would be modest in applying their literary and
traditio-historical insights to a composition that presents itself as a unit,
and that they would critically test their hypotheses on that unit.
However, the supposed results of scholarly investigation would seem to
function powerfully and dogmatically.4
1 Frequently in accord with the first chapter in Erich Auerbach, Mimesis. The Representation of Reality in Western Literature (Garden City: Doubleday, 1957).
2 Particularly also in connection with Jewish-Christian dialogue. In addition to,
e.g., the correspondence of Rosenzweig-Rosenstock, see Franz Rosenzweig, Der
Mensch und sein Werk. Gesammelte Schriften. i. Briefe und Tagebucher, i. Band 1900-1918
(Reprint: The Hague: Nijhoff, 1979) 189-91; and also recently Willem Zuidema,
Albert van der Heide, et al., Het offer van Isaak en de holocaust. Betekenis en verwerking
[The Sacrifice of Isaac and the Holocaust. Significance and Application] (Baarn: Ten
Have, 1982).
3 For the compositional division of Genesis, see F. H. Breukelman, Bijbelse Theologie, I: Schriftlezing (Kampen: Kok, 1980) 127, 128.
4 Claus Westermann, Genesis 12-36. A Commentary (London: SPCK, 1985) does not
see unity in the literary context but in the Motivfolge: "Childlessness of the father/the
mother—Lament of the Childless—Promise of a Son—Promise of the Son—
(Endangering of this Promise)—Birth of the Son—Endangering of the Son—Continuation of the Generations through this Son" (143). In spite of this redactional unity
there remains a series of individual tales, a conclusion that affects exegesis. Regarding the original individual tale of Genesis 22, possibly at a presupposed pre-literary
stage of oral tradition, one has various options, e.g., a joining of two stories concerning an itinerary plus an aetiological foundation of the substitute offer (R. Kilian,
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Yet, previously accepted viewpoints on or developed approaches to
Genesis 22 have foundered of late.5 Westermann remarks precisely of
this narrative "that the interpretation that moves from hearing to telling,
wants to lead back to hearing."6 Every exegete will gladly confirm that,
but every exegete also knows that between coming from hearing and leading back to hearing many different things happen to various interpreters.
Are the steps Form-Ort-Wort adequate? In characterizing Form one runs
the risk of letting generalities dominate the interpretation of a unique
text, which the reader of a commentary gets to hear, then, only thirdhand.7 Under the heading Ort Westermann feels impelled to refer in this
case to a specific interpretation and concludes that this story must stem
from the late royal period.8 Indeed, this case might be particularly
Isaaks Opferung. Zur Uberlieferungsgeschichte von Gen. 22 [SBS, 44; Stuttgart:
Kohlhammer, 1970], or the reconstruction of a folkloristic tale with the rescued son as
its central figure (H. Graf Reventlow, Opfere deinen Sohn. Eine Auslegung von Genesis
22 [BibS(N) 53; Neukirchen/Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1968]), or an initiation
legend concerning a dying child who rises as a grown young man (Hugh C. White,
"The Initiation Legend of Isaac," ZAW 91(1979] 1-30). It is tempting to think of scholarly arbitrariness.
5 E.g., the question of whether this story must be assigned to J or to E becomes
irrevelant. The "fear" of God was deemed characteristic by Friedemann W. Golka,
who believes that we have in Genesis 22 the "locus classicus" of the Elohistic theology; "Die theologischen Erzahlungen im Abrahamkreis," ZAW 90 (1978) 192; but see
the Exkurse in Westermann, Genesis 435, 436, and 443.
6 Westermann, Genesis. Graf Reventlow, Opfere deinen Sohn, on the other hand,
wishes to go back to the story as he has reconstructed it. The "monotone Geschlossenheit...bestatigt die Richtigkeit der...vorgenommenen Scheidungen" (32). He
deletes, e.g., the splitting of the wood (22:3). "The final redactor...was pedantic" (49);
not so, Graf Reventlow.
7 In disputation with Van Seters and Coats, Westermann claims that this is a story
of testing. With that he immediately gives us a scheme: a command to the tested, the
execution of the command, and the determination of whether he has passed the test
or not. The obvious result is the division of the text, Gen 22:ib-2,3-10, according to
the scheme, 11-123 revocation of the command and i2b the statement that the test
has been passed. Vv. 13 and 14 fit in with the revocation, v. 19 is the conclusion, and
vv. 15-18 appear to fall outside the scheme, so that one may conclude that they are an
addition (Westermann, Genesis). But it may be questioned whether the story (except
for vv. 15-18) corresponds completely to the scheme, in other words, whether the
characterization of the Form is not much too general and functions in a manner too
abstracted from the context of the Abraham cycle. It might turn out that in context vv.
15-18 are a necessary "addition" in connection with this special test (thus also G. W.
Coats, "Abraham's Sacrifice of Faith: A Form-Critical Study of Genesis 22," Int 27
[1973] 389-40°)-
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instructive for the exegetical application of Karl Earth's saying: Latet
periculum in generalibus.9
It happened after these events
that God tested Abraham (22:13).

By means of a formula and compact background information using
the perfect form of nsh,w "to test," the author indicates a relatively new
beginning and calls attention to his theme. The reader knows what the
main actor in the story does not know. The tension within the narration
lies not in the unraveling but in the act and word of Abraham. The
reader has gotten to know him, particularly in chaps. 16-21, as a questionable figure.11 "It happened after these events." Untold events or
words between Isaac and Ishmael,12 such as we have in the midrash,
remain outside the exegesis. The formula adds emphasis, presupposes
connections, and orders thematically, framing the narrative here (22:20)
and giving it a weight of its own. In 15:1 the formula leads from the stories that stress the land theme to the introductory chapter of the series on
the generation of the son. It is those events that God's testing follows.^
He said to him:
Abraham!
He said:
Here I am!
He said:
Take your son, your only one, whom you love, Isaac,
and go to the land of Moriah
8 Westermann is thereby not unfaithful to his general view of these stories, which
is that they are a family history. An older story must be the basis of the "son threatened by death" (Westermann, Genesis).
9 Kirchliche Dogmatik (Zurich: Zollikon, 1946) 2/2: 51.
10 See Wolfgang Schneider, Gramtnatik des Biblischen Hebraisch (Munich: Claudius,
1974) 48:2.3, 48:6.1.4.
11 This is particularly relevant to the central theme of these chapters, the generation and birth of the son: in Genesis 16 the emergency solution, listening to his wife;
in Genesis 17 the laughing; and, as nadir, Genesis 20, allowing the "threatening of the
ancestress" to happen, when she could become pregnant. See K. A. Deurloo, "Die
Gefahrdung der Ahnfrau (Gen 20)" [The Threatened Ancestress], Dielheimer Blatter
zum Alien Testament 25 (1988) 17-27.
12 E.g. Gen. Rab. 55:4.
J 3 For the meaningful alternation here, God in the dark beginning and messenger
of YHWH at the denouement in 22:11, see B. Jacob, Das erste Buch der Tora. Genesis,
(Berlin: Schocken, 1934) 491-93.
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and make him there go up as a burnt offering1^
on one of the mountains which I will tell you (22:ib-2).

A call and a confrontation, which afterwards appears to have been at
night (v. 3), tersely lay the basis for two others: vis-a-vis the son (v. 7)
and the messenger of YHWH (vv. 11,12). In "here I am," "here I am, my
son," "here I am," the high tension of the entire event becomes audible:
the two characteristics of Abraham's actions are described as love (v. 2)
for the son and the fear of God (v. 12).15
The climax: "your son, your only one, whom you love, Isaac,"
reminds in its rhythm of Gen 12:1, which is underlined by the fact that
the only other ethical dative with the verb "to go" in Genesis appears
there: "Go (you) out of your land, out of your 'family,' out of the house
of your father."
That command stands at the beginning of the stories concerning the
land; it indicates a break with the "natural" past. It also stands at the end
of the stories of the generation of a son and indicates a break with the
"natural" future, which rests on that son.16 Abram had to go to see, i.e.,
"to the land that I will show you"; here, "to the land of Moriah." With the
LXX one can hear in it an assonance: the land of the "seeing." The verb r^h,
"to see," which plays such an important role in the first series of
stories,17 is also the most important motif word in Genesis 22.
Isaac is the "only one"; in him the progress of the ongoing history is
concentrated, he is the son. The "only one," yahid, recurs regularly, with
consonant "together," yahdayw, in striking ways: only (2), together (6),
together (8), only (12), only (16), together (19).l8 This consonance of "the
only" with "together" says something thematically as a part within the
whole. The place, the land of Moriah, is very puzzling apart from its
14 Notable and telling, the word li, "for me," is lacking. The preposition le before
"burnt offering" hides an ambiguity, leading to the translation: "make him then go
up (on that mountain) toward (for the) sacrificial journey" in connection with v. 13.
See W. van der Spek, "Abraham en zijn jongens" [Abraham and His Boys] in: Vlegels
op de dorsvloer (Festschrift, Thomas Naastepad; C. Elshout, et al., eds.; Kampen: Kok,
1981) 191, 194.
15 See Gregoire Rouiller, "Le sacrifice d'Isaac," second lecture in: Exegesis.
Problemes de methode et exercises de lecture, ed. Francois Bovon & Gregoire Rouiller
(Neuchatel/Paris: Delachaux et Niestle, 1975) 282, 283.
16 Breukelman, Bijbelse Theologie 127.
17 Gen 12:1, 7; 13:10-14.
1
A primary reason not to judge vv. 15-18 too hastily as a later addition that does
not belong to the story.
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assonance-connection with Genesis 12 in view of the last line of the
command: "one of the mountains which I will tell you"; "the place which
God had told him" (3), "saw that place from afar" (4), "we go there" (5),
"they came to the place that God had told him." There Abraham "built
the altar" (9), after which the puzzle finds a solution in the naming of
that place, reinforced by a (different) aetiological formula (14) in which
the word "mountain," from the command of God, returns. No other
mountain than Zion can be intended here.1? Doesn't the expression "the
place which God had told him" remind us, precisely through its repetition, of the stereotyped reference in Deuteronomy to Jerusalem—the
name which is avoided in all of the Torah? "The place, which YHWH,
your God, shall choose."20 That is the place for burnt offerings and tithes
(Deut 12:5, 6). Abram brought tithes in the last chapter of the stories concerning the land, where the place, hardly concealed, is called Salem
(i4:i8ff.). Here he has sacrificed a ram, in the final and decisive story
about the son.21
The three imperatives, take, go, sacrifice were already heightened in
the command as building blocks of the story. When they are repeated in
vv. 3-10, they remain in tension with v. 2 until this is resolved in v. 13,
where the words recur briefly and powerfully: Abraham went, took,
caused to go up as burnt offering. Thus they draw a circle around the
central event, within which other circles are drawn that indicate the
decisive center of the story.

Yet, precisely that sequence produces a certain emphasis. The first and
last sentences frame the way Abraham hearkens to God's voice, which
said: go, and he went. But what about "take?" He took (as if it were
written down by mere coincidence) "two of his servants," but then: "and
Isaac his son!" Following directly on the mention of Isaac, illogically and
thus with greater effect: "wood for the burnt offering." Saddling the ass
and taking along the two servants are not mentioned just to add color to
Abraham's going or effect to his taking Isaac; they will have a function
later on. This is all the more true for the wood that is split for the burnt
offering. The departure before the offering-journey has been expressed
broadly by means of the three words in the command, which resound as
imperatives. On the other hand, a sequence that might have followed, the
itinerary,23 is omitted. The journey or the route traveled apparently do
not matter in this story, only the place of which God had told him.

118

Abraham arose early in the morning
saddled his ass,
took two of his servants with him,
and Isaac his son.
He split the wood for the burnt offering
he arose and went to the place that God had told him (22:3).

The three words are repeated in this sequence with a variation in
word order. The order of the actions has occasioned surprise, however.22
See also the oldest "interpretation" of Moriah in 2 Chron 3:1.
Deut 12:5, etc. In Josh 9:27 resistance to using the name Jerusalem is repeated,
but it is named in Josh 10:1.
21 Westermann (Genesis) recognizes child sacrifice as a narrative motif and points
correctly to its connection with the offering of the firstborn (Exod 22:19; 34:1°)Polemic against this is still found in Ezekiel.
22 The Dutch Groot Nieuws Bijbel (comparable to the Good News Bible [—Ed.])
"improves" the text: "Early in the morning Abraham arose, split the wood for the
19

20
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On the third day Abraham raised his eyes
and saw the place from afar.
Abraham said to his servants:
You remain here with the ass.
I and the boy, we go there,
then we bow down (worship)
and return to you (22:4, 5).

"On the third day"—i.e., the day on which an important event was to
happen, inaugurating a new era24—Abraham "saw the place from afar."
The significance of this seeing is marked by the words: "he lifted up his
eyes." The same words introduced seeing the land (13:14) that God
would let him see (12:1). With the special seeing in 22:13, they form
another framing. In both cases the seeing is suggested by God himself.
The place is still far away; a goodly distance needs to be traveled by
Abraham and his son. To create a division, v. 2 mentions the ass and the
two servants so that their going could be tersely sketched. The author
takes advantage of Abraham's leaving the others behind to draw him in
direct speech, not only as someone who conceals this matter from outsacrifice, saddled his ass and got underway with his son Isaac, to the place which
God had mentioned to him. He also took two of his servants along." This demonstrates a lack of understanding. Westermann (Genesis) sees a doublet and mentions
the possibility that two Erzahlungsgiinge are joined together. "But this assumption is
not necessary." Indeed it isn't!
23 To Kilian, Isaaks Opferung,
it is the fundamental datum of one of the earlier
stages.
24 H. Jagersma, Ten derden dage (Kampen: Kok, 1976) 28-30.
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siders2? but as one who audibly communicates confidence to the reader.
Abraham says emphatically: "I and the boy"—not "my son," for he
speaks to his "boys,"26 his servants—"we...return." The distance within
"you here...we there" is not undone till v. 19: "Abraham returned to his
servants. They arose and went together...." In the previous section,
especially in vv. 15-18, it becomes clear why the boy Isaac is not
expressly named here, but is only implicitly ("together") present.

only one. Thus they go, yahdayw, together. The road they travel is not
described, but is made real audibly in their dialogue:

Abraham took the wood for the burnt offering
and laid it on Isaac his son.
He took in his hand the fire and the knife.
Thus the two went together (22:6).

The final sentence forms the conclusion of v. 8, the second sentence
the framing of the conversation, the center of the story. The three
imperatives in v. 2 and their echo in v. 3 together with the conclusion of
v. 13 form the outer indusio, whereas vv. 4 and 133 correspond, referring
to Abraham's special "seeing." The word to the servants (v. 5) precedes
acts of preparation (v. 6); the word of the messenger (vv. 11,12) follows
acts of preparation (vv. 9, io).27
The preparation in v. 3—"took...and Isaac his son. He split wood for
the burnt offering"—is continued more intensely: "Abraham took the
wood and laid it on Isaac his son," reaching a (mirrored) climax in v. 9:
"bound Isaac his son and laid him...on the wood." The second taking
refers to Abraham's hand. On Isaac the fate, for Abraham the act.28
Another climax follows in v. 10: "Abraham stretched out his hand and
took the knife...." This attribute is sensitively omitted by Isaac, who mentions only fire and wood (v. 7). Thus Abraham goes, with his yahid, his
25

See Rouiller, Sacrifice, first lecture, 22.
See also the alternation "son," "child," and "boy" in Gen 21:9-11. White,
"Initiation Legend" 14, relates to this the theory of initiation to adulthood in a twofold tradition. The two servants in Genesis 22 are witnesses belonging to the "class of
young, recently initiated men." In v. 19, Isaac has also become such a "boy" during
the ritual. Van der Spek ("Abraham en zijn jongens..." 199) claims (also with reference to Genesis 21) that the "servants" refer to the "freeman," the liberi. But in Numbers 22-24, which is reminiscent of several aspects of the Abraham story (for example, the blessings and curses in the oracles, and Gen 12:1, 2), Balaam also has two of
his "servants" with him, in addition to his ass (Num 22:22).
27 See the concentric structure which Lack sketches on the basis of the vocabulary;
R. Lack, "Le sacrifice d'Isaac," Bib 56 (1975) 1-12.
28 Hermann Gunkel, Genesis, ubersetzt und erklart (jth ed.; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck
& Ruprecht, 1922) 237.
26
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Thus the two went together.
Isaac said to Abraham his father, he said:
My father!
He said:
Here I am, my son.
He said:
Here are the fire and the wood,
but where is the lamb for the burnt offering?
Abraham said:
God himself will see to the lamb for the burnt offering,
my son,
Thus the two went together (22:66-8).

The reader has arrived at the holy of holies of the story and holds
one's breath. The son who, since Gen 12:2 and particularly Genesis 15,
has been the focus of the story, says: "My father." The father who has
said to God: "Here I am," says: "Here I am, my son." Fire and wood, but
where is what is destined lecolah,29 for the burnt offering (vv. 2, 13)?
Framed by the pharse "the lamb for the burnt offering," Abraham speaks
the words: "God will see for himself." It might be called Abraham's confession of faith, prepared by his word to the two servants (v. 5), confirmed by the proclamation of the name of the place: "YHWH will see" (v.
14). In the land of Moriah, "sight," Abraham only sees what God lets him
see and trusts in what God sees, what he has in mind, by listening to his
voice. In this story he does what was lacking in Genesis 16-21. The one
who says: >elohim yir^eh will be called (as by assonance) a yere >eldhim?° a
God-fearer (v. 12). Abraham's answer to the son he loves is implicitly the
answer that is expected from the God-fearer when tested. This answer is
the decisive center of the story and is emphatically confirmed in the
sequel to the act.
They came to the place which God had told him.
There Abraham built the altar,
he arranged the wood,
bound Isaac his son,
and laid him on the altar, on the wood.

~C) "Lamb," see Isa 43:23; in v. 13 the more regular "ram," see Lev 1:10, etc.
30 See Rouiller, Sacrifice, first lecture, 20.
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Abraham stretched out his hand
and took the knife to slaughter his son (22:9,10).

With painful precision, in quasi-cultic termsp1 while retarding his
tale, the author takes the reader along via the "slowest take:" stretched
out his hand, took the knife, to the sinister word "slaughter." It happened
in that place that Abraham had to build his only altar for his son—Isaac's
name is not heard anymore from here on (cf. Genesis 12). This journey of
Abraham is the break with the future which he envisaged for Isaac who
bears the name of his "laughter" about the promise (17:12), trusting the
God "who sees." The dark call of the beginning, repeated twice, "from
heaven," now turns brilliant:
Then the messenger of YHWH called from heaven:
and said
Abraham, Abraham!
He said:
Here I am!
He said:
Do not stretch out your hand to the boy!
Do nothing to him!
For now I know that you are God-fearing.
You have not withheld from me your son, your only one (22:11,12).

The scene is stopped, as it were, when Abraham stretches out his
hand. The deed that confirms his word is the central event in the story.
Isaac the son is present only to provide background for Abraham. He no
longer plays a "present" role in the story,32 for he represents the seed of
Abraham. The "only one" he has, he has only as a God-fearer, who yields
the son to the God who sees.33 This is the secret of Israel's existence.
Abraham lifted up his eyes
and saw, see! A ram was back there34 with his horns,
31 See Westermann, Genesis 441 and A. van Selms, Genesis deel II: De prediking van
het Oude Testament (Nijkerk: Callenbach, 1967) 23.
32 According to the Midrash, Isaac was removed by angels to learn Torah at the
school of Shem; Gen. Rab. 56:11 et al.
33 See also the preparatory story in Genesis 21, esp. v. 19 and its parallel Genesis
16, esp. vv. 13, 14. The Croat Nieuuts Bijbel is completely erroneous when it
"translates": "Now I know that you have respect for God, because you were even
prepared to sacrifice your only son to me."
34 Or, according the emendation based on textual witnesses, "a ram" ('chad). See
Van Selms, Genesis 24 and a different view by Kilian, Isaaks Opferung 57.
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caught in the thicket.
Abraham went,
took the ram
and made him go up as burnt offering instead of his son.

With these inclusive phrases the circles are, soberly, closed around
the central narrative. The place he saw from afar is the place where the
words to go, to take and burnt offering refer to the ram instead of the son,
as prescribed in the Torah for the firstborn (cf. Exod 13:15). One might
say: all sacrifices look to Abraham's sacrificial journey.
The author deems two "additions" necessary before he closes the
story with v. 19:
Abraham called as the name of that place
YHWH will see!
As today is (still) said:
On the mountain of YHWH it will be seen (22:14).

What Abraham confessed in the center of the story is indicated as the
central point. The tetragrammaton is named (called)35 and an irregular36
actualizing aetiological formula is connected to the "seeing" of God.
Today we know that place, that mountain in the land "Moriah." There
"one appears," one lets oneself be seen coram Deo; there "is seen," one
receives sight; there "he appears," one lets himself be seen.37 The
formula underscores the weight of this story as the decisive Abraham
story, as a similar actualizing formula does that in the decisive story in
the following cycle (Gen 25:19-37:1), where the name Israel is sounded
for the first time. Then the sons of Israel are already present in the story
(Gen 32:32).38
The indication of the fundamental character of this story demands a
second "addition," which is introduced as such even more explicitly. The
author did not want to burden the real story with this information but
saved the import of the narration for a speech by the messenger:
The messenger of YHWH called to Abraham
for the second time from heaven,
35 See 12:8.
3 I. Fichtner, "Die etymologische Analogic in den Namengebungen der geschichtlichen Biicher des AT," VT 6 (1956) 372-96.
37 Three possible translations. See 12:7, Exod 23:15, etc.
3 See K. A. Deurloo, "De naam en de namen (Genesis 32:23-33)" [The Name and
the Names], Amsterdamse Cahiers 2 (1981) 38.
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he said:
By myself I swear
—saying of YHWH—
Truly, because you have done this
you have not withheld your son, your only one,
therefore bless, indeed I bless you,
I will make your seed much, as much
as the stars of heaven,
as the sand on the shore of the sea.
Your seed inherits the gate of its enemies.
Then in your seed will be blessed
all the peoples of the earth
because you have hearkened to my voice (22:15-18).

A meaningful redundance, which receives extra emphasis through the
prophetic formula "saying of YHWH/' which is hardly found in narrative
texts, insures a solemn ending to this story and to the actual cycle of
Abraham stories.39 As the beginning of Genesis 22 calls to mind words
from Gen 12:1, thus also the conclusion. They may be read as parallels:
With you all the generations of the earth will bless themselves (12:3).
With your seed all the peoples of the earth will be blessed (22:18).

"With you," "with your seed" both return in the typical Abrahamic
blessing in Gen 28:13,14,4° where both texts are presupposed.
The expression "stars of heaven"—strengthened by "the sand of the
sea" (see Gen 32:12)—points back to the opening chapter of the stories of
the son (15:5); blessing and making great revert to 12:1. The notable
phrase/'Your seed inherits the gate of its enemies," parallels the blessing
of Isaac's wife Rebekah (Gen 24:60). The unique formulation seems to
stem from the sphere of royal justice. But is that not also the case with the
words of blessing themselves (see Ps 72:17)? The royal blessing is democratized in the seed of Abraham.41 Seed is the central word in this speech.
In Isaac the seed of Abraham was at stake. Because of his deed in this

39 After this follow "the death of the matriarch," with the theme of land, and "the
going out of her land to the land of the new matriarch," with the theme of son; Gen
23:24. See K. A. Deurloo, "Het graf van Sara" [The Grave of Sarah]; Amsterdamse
Cahiers i (1980) 22-32.
4° See J. P. Fokkelman, Narrative Art in Genesis (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1975) 55~5741 J. Van Seters, Abraham in History and Tradition, (New Haven/London: Yale
University Press, 1975) 237.
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story the seed, the people of the future, will be there. The entire speech is
therefore framed by:
—because you have done this
—because you have hearkened to my voice.

This is the dabar of Abraham par excellence. As in 15:1, the formula
"after these words/events" marks a transition from chaps. 12-14 to
chaps. 15-21, and from 22:1 to this chapter in the context of the previous
stories, thus the formula marks this dabar that Abraham has done
through the transition to 22:20-24. This dabar is explained through the
framing as a listening to God's voice in contrast to listening to the woman's voice (16:3). For the story of Abraham is told through the relationship "humankind: man and woman," as the Jacob story is told through
the relationship "humankind: man and brother," corresponding respectively with Genesis 3 and Genesis 4.42 The latter is concerned with one's
meeting face to face with God and with one's brother (Gen 32:33; see
4:5,6); the former—beside the central theme of father and son—is
concerned with one's hearkening to God or to a woman (see Gen 3:17).43
With Abraham history begins anew because twice he has hearkened
to the imperative: go! (12:1 and 22:1). The whole of the second cycle of
the book of Genesis culminates in the sacrificial journey of Abraham. Correcting what went on before, this testing was necessary to learn how to
deal with his son as he did with the land. "Because you have done this
dabar, because you have hearkened to my voice" sums up the significance of
Genesis 22. Here a new history begins; here the son needs to step back to
point to the seed. For this reason he is not personally named in the final
sentence:
Abraham returned to his servants.
They arose
and they went together to Beersheba
and Abraham remained in Beersheba (22:19).

42 See Breukelman, Bijbelse Theologie 127.
43 The theme returns in reverse and corrected order in 21:12. Partly because of this
verse, Maria de Groot was inspired to compose a beautiful song about Sarah, which,
however, contains exegetically dubious lines: "The Lord has highly valued your
word: In everything that she says, he will hear you" (Mededelingen Prof. dr. G. van der
Leeuwstichting, Aflevering 58, 4866).
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In yahdayw, together, yahid, the only one, which is the "germ" of the
abundant "seed" (vv. 16,17) is incorporated.
They go to Beersheba. That place may also have been thought of as a
point of departure,44 but at the beginning it is ignored in order to give
the name Beersheba, mentioned twice, a function in the play with "oath
swearing" besides that in 2i:2jtt. They go to the "Well of the Oath"
under the sign of the oath that God swore by himself (v. 16). In the
present form of the Torah this oath is the basis for the oath to the fathers,
drawing a line to the widely used formula in Deuteronomy.45
Before the Sarah and Rebekah stories, which are thematically connected with the whole of the cycle, are told, there is first a meaningful
introduction with the formula: "and it happened after these events," a
genealogy reminiscent of 11:7-32. Particularly with the names of Nahor
and Milcah, genealogy frames the real corpus of this cycle, which moves
from 12:1-3 to 22:1,15-18. The list 22:20-24 points beyond the pericope
of Sarah's death to the advent of the new matriarch in Genesis 23. By the
surprising variation of a woman among "sons and brothers," her way is
prepared (v. 23). But the list also has its function vis-a-vis the preceding!
"See, Milcah, she too bore sons to Nahor your brother," thus sounds the
report. There are eight. But the concubine, "she also bore"—four, for a
total of twelve, the number of the sons of Israel in the following cycle, in
contrast to Abraham's only one. The report comes at the right time, for
has he not for the first time received his son as son of the promise, as his
seed, in Genesis 22, because he hearkened to God's voice? Does the secret
of Israel's origin among the nations not lie precisely in that?
A word, dabar, must be heard, must penetrate in the soul, nepes, to
move it to act according to that word, to a deed, macaseh, in the confidence, he'emin, that the speaker of the word guarantees his word and
promise. The hearer trusts, moving from hearing—and therefore, doing—
to seeing. As to the first lek-leka, go! (12:19), & is true °f Abram. Gen 15:6
may be applied to that. But the journey in which the promised land is

also seen is meaningless without the promise of the seed (13:4, 15). In the
opening chapter of the second part of the cycle Abram therefore says:
"See, I go 'childless'," with the connotation: the journey of my life ends, I
die childless (see 25:32). The new word to the question concerning wages
is therefore the promise of the son from Abram's body (15:4) and—deliberately unsaid but understood by the reader—from Sarai's infertile
womb. It is her initiative, her word, by which the action continues.
Formally it is not in conflict with the Wortlaut of the promise in Genesis
15, but in an alarmingly questionable turn of events, Abraham hearkens
to her voice (16:3; 3:17).
The following narratives, especially Gen 17:17, confirm that. An all
too human rivalry within the harem occasions God's sarcastic accommodation to Sarah, the "directress" (21:12). Isaac and Ishmael, the people,
are separated (see i^r/ff.) to concentrate all attention on the one, the only
one, the son of the promise. "For through Isaac seed will be for you,
offspring will be named" (21:12).
That matter, that dabar, is at risk in Genesis 22. A second lek-leka, go!,
is necessary as a test to make clear to Abraham and the reader that in this
son a natural continuation of the genealogy is not envisaged but that a
people enters history in a new perspective. The threatening loss of an
only child is a general, human, and understandable grief. The narrator
consciously avoids making something perceptible of it. He is concerned
with something of much greater dimensions: will the voice of God be
hearkened to, so that there may be a single one who stands among the
nations in whom all will be blessed? The testing is not an arbitrary occasion, it is not intended to arouse admiration for Abraham for passing the
test, neither is it intended for commiserating with him in his need—possibly as consolation for the reader in comparable situations of one's own.
The testing was intended to teach something. Isaac is the son who
belongs to God; God has a plan for him. To omit 22:15-18 as a later
addition is to leave out essential information.
The testing does not generate virtue or the fear of God. Abraham's
fear of God has a different object, viz., the confession that God sees—Isaac
and his seed in great numbers; his confessing is doing, hearkening to
God's voice. Thus the fear of God is heightened by the testing of the
people at Sinai (Exod 2o:i8b-2i): not sinning but hearkening to the
commandments. Testing by means of the remaining peoples in the land
has as its purpose to teach the battle that Joshua fought (Judg 3:1-4).
Abraham had learned—22:12 is deliberately repeated in 22:16—not to
"withhold" his son from God (see Gen 39:9). Only thus is the only one
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44 See 21:22-34 for Beersheba in connection with "seven" and "swearing an oath."
Westermann notes that "an older form of the narrative with information of an
itinerary began, which contained the name of Beersheba," Genesis 446, but the oath in
vv. 15—18 he deletes from the story as a later addition.
45 As a part of the interwoven promises to the fathers. See J. Hoftijzer, Die Verheissungen an die drie Erzvater (Leiden: Brill, 1956). Note the Dtr. terminology in Gen
22:15-18, such as ceqeb >aser, and see, e.g., Deut 28:62: "...you shall be left few in number, while you had been as numerous as the stars of heaven—because you did not
hearken to the voice of YHWH your God" (see Deut 1:10; 10:22).
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there, together with him, the son of the promise, given freely to the God
who sees.
The sacrificial journey of Abraham unveils the meaning of the sacrifice. Everyone who makes an offering includes oneself in the history
begun with Abraham. For that reason the location of the story is of great
importance. The author is not acting mysteriously when he first speaks
so enigmatically about the land of Moriah, while continually reminding
his readers of the question of the place in the story. Its meaning is that
the Jerusalem cult is borne by the story of Abraham.
By claiming that the narrative says nothing about a historical event
do we leave reality behind and place the center of gravity in the Geistesgeschichtlichel No, the believer in a general sense is not in sight. Von Rad
says rightly in his polemic with Hesse: "The texts of the Old Testament
aim at history and also originate in history."46 But their historical roots
do not need to lie in the narration or the time of the narrating. Israel also
told fictional tales based on their experience in actual history, aiming at
the real history which bore them. Indispensable for the impact of the
story, therefore, are the words:
By myself I swear
—saying of YHWH—

as the introduction to the promise, framed by Abraham's doing and
hearing. The beginning of the following cycle, 25:19-37:1, with its recapitulation of Abrahamic themes surrounding Isaac—now father of the
son—quotes this oath verbatim (26:3): "because Abraham has hearkened
to my voice" (26:5). The prophetic expression "saying of YHWH," which is
unique in Genesis, is paired with a prophetic expression "by myself I
swear" (Isa 45:13; Jer 22:5; 49:13; Amos 6:8) and is also made unforgettable by the repetition in Gen 26:3: "I will fulfill the oath which I swore to
your father Abraham." Jacob will hear it implicitly: "I am YHWH, the God
of your father Abraham.. .In you and your seed all the generations of the
earth will bless themselves" (28:13,14; see 22:1,18) so that the book of
Genesis can close with the naming of the triad in connection with the
oath (50:24). Wherever the motifs of Genesis 22 may originate, they have
been made to serve this fundamental narrative concerning the test that
opened ears to the oath. When the people's future would seem to be
ruined, the author of Exodus 32 lets Moses speak these poignant words
of YHWH:
46 Gerhard von Rad, Theology of the Old Testament 2: 11,:
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Remember
Abraham, Isaac, Israel, your servants,
what you swore to them by yourself
how you spoke to them:
Multiply will I your seed
as the stars of heaven
and all this land, of which I spoke
I will give it to your seed
that they may gain it forever (Exod 32:13).

The story about the father and his son that culminates the cycle Gen
11:27-25:18 is a story of and about Israel. Therein is its special Ort.
Generalities about family history may be interesting, but they must be
subordinated to the analysis of the given text; otherwise they tend to lead
interpreters on erroneous tracks. We know nothing about earlier stages of
the story. It is purely hypothetical to claim that in an oral tradition there
was a story preceding this one.47 Westermann barely maintains his
hypothesis concerning a threatened child in the family even though he
says: "This older narrative may go back to patriarchal times."48 However, for him this point plays no greater role than that of a motif. In view
of Jeremiah's and Ezekiel's polemics against child sacrifice and the sacrifice of substitutes, such a story need not be so ancient.
For Westermann the fear of the Lord is decisive as a "theological"
aspect of the testing. Through that the story is elevated into a more general
religio-historical context and out of its particular context. He sees the testing of the individual—for that, in his opinion, is what this chapter is
dealing with—as a development subsequent to the testing of the people
in the late royal era. The participating reader sees oneself involved in the
of suffering of one heavily tested father. From the general, familiar human situation in a religio-historical setting Westermann then makes a
leap to Paul (Rom 8:22), saying, in the context of the suffering of Christ:
"God has suffered, because he had to give his son for the salvation of
humankind. In this sentence God becomes human."49 Deep thoughts and
contexts! The Aqedah motif surely plays a role with Paul and in other
parts of the New Testament; but doesn't Westermann flee under the
heading "Ziel" nota bene in connection with this text, toward a facile
"Christian" sermon? "It is essential that this narrative live on." Here
47 Apart from the fact that doubt is justified concerning the reliability of oral tradition outside of the official tradition-circles in temple and court.
4° Westermann, Genesis.
49 Ibid.
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impracticality vis-a-vis the given text in its traditio-historical context
seems to go hand in hand with impracticality in the dogmatic and
homiletic aspects.?0
The vitium originis lies in the fact that the text itself is not taken seriously in its given "historicity." Westermann empathizes as a "participant" in "the suffering and heavily tested father"—who as such is absent
in the text—to save himself from such generalities through Paul.
One might expect something else from scholarly exegesis and practical biblical theology, precisely with such a pregnant text as Genesis 22 as
well as elsewhere. This is not to say that the historical and technical
questions dealt with in introductions are inconsequential. However, they
are not prescriptive for exegesis; they should perform modest auxiliary
services for interpretation. If Genesis 22 is dated "late" (correctly in my
opinion), that judgment needs to be made of the entire Abraham cycle.
The stories are thematically much too related and presuppose each other
in details. Undoubtedly, the material has come together from various
corners; the "author of the text" has many styles and must hide within
himself different circles of writers. Doesn't the text suggest that the
writer "P" knows the writer "}," but by the same token that "P is not a
stranger to "J?" "Late royal era," says Westermann, and in the time of
Jeremiah there is indeed a swarm of writers. The climate of crisis during
and after the life of this prophet, which is not presupposed by the
Abraham story, is not unthinkable as the cradle of such a cycle. Late
writers knew pious semi-nomads from their own experience (Jeremiah
35), the motif of child sacrifice was not foreign to them (Jer 7:29-31), and
the mountain of YHWH for them was "the place." However, possibly
traditional motifs were no more than material for a cycle of stories that
had taken on their own life. The living story, which has its particular
tension and eloquence within the literary context in which it is placed
and to which it points, must be heard. What existed before may by virtue
of its information be useful at best for that hearing. "That the narrative
live on," according to what it has to say—that is the goal the exegete
hopes to serve.

5° The conclusion of von Rad's Theology of the Old Testament opens "Christian"
escape routes vis-a-vis the Tanakh. Through such traditio-historical considerations the
relationship of the "testaments" is kept within a traditional ecclesiastical approach. It
may be questioned whether the church and theology are really served by this.
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